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About This Game

Exoplanet: First Contact is a singleplayer, story-driven third person action RPG with survival elements set in a Space Western
universe. Here, real and fictional technologies meet the cruel and unforgiving, yet romantic reality of the Wild West. You are
Jack Sharp, a daring adventurer, stranded on a dangerous, wild planet known as K’Tharsis. In this hellhole of a world, the local
population of both human colonists and native aborigines are oppressed by the soulless Terraform corporation who uses slaves
to mine a valuable mineral known as Antigravium. The player can choose either side, a mercenary working for the corporation

or as an ally with the oppressed population of K'Tharsis.

Several games, movies and fictional worlds helped to inspire the Exoplanet team’s vision of the RPG experience. Sources
include, a space western TV series known as Firefly, the universe of Dune, charismatic characters of Sergio Leone and rich
dialogues of Quentin Tarantino's films. The core game design values of Exoplanet were partly derived from best-working

principles behind the classic RPG titles such as a living and breathing world of Gothic 2: Night of the Raven, Fallout, TES III:
Morrowind, Red Dead Redemption and Borderlands.
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Explore a dangerous planet where no one can be trusted

Exoplanet: First Contact is set in an open world that does not revolve around the protagonist, where each character has his own
interests, and each choice has its own consequence. Your decisions will affect the game world on many levels, like start a war

between major factions, cause a local store to go out of business, or help a struggling local alcoholic defeat his demons. Go after
a huge profit or make a moral stand — the choice is yours.

Develop a unique character to match your own playstyle

The RPG system of Exoplanet opens up a lot of options for the player. Become a long-distance sniper or a silent assassin who
combines camouflage and close-range weapons. Become a charismatic silver-tongued devil or a skillful craftsman that can

utilize the full potential of the crafting system.

A captivating story stoked by ambitions, greed, treachery and moral choices

Pursuing his personal goals our hero gets himself involved with a new Gold Rush, meets people with big dreams and ambitions,
hits huge scores and witnesses subsequent bloody developments. The personal quest of Jack Sharp leads him deep into the grim
history of Exoplanet. Find out why a flourishing native civilization collapsed, by exploring old ruins that hint at a scale of lost

glory. Dig out the hidden reports of Terraform Corporation's inhumane genetic experiments. And that's just a taste of things that
a curious player might uncover.

Craft your own weapons and gadgets

Complete 24 hour day / night cycle
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Title: Exoplanet: First Contact
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Alersteam
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce GTX 660 / AMD GPU Radeon R9 270X

DirectX: Version 10

Sound Card: DirectX9 Compatible

Additional Notes: IMPORTANT: INTEL INTEGRATED GRAPHICS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

English
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Please add controller support! I knew that the game was in early access when I bought it but I was really hoping to be able to
play with my controller. For the review, there nothing much to say about the game itself for now. It looks promising but it's too
early to judge it entirely. So do I recommend this game right now? I would say yes only if you want to support the developers to
improve their game. Otherwise, wait for the final version.. For an Early Access its pretty "polished" already. Only some
graphical glitches but other than that it feels like a finished indy game.

Edit:

After about 8 hours the content is pretty much over and the last patch was 4 months ago. Not sure if this is still being worked on
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Thugs Law Thugs Law is released on Steam:
I release my new game on Steam, Thugs Law is a third person game when you control a citizen that fights against bad guys using
different weapons.
When you take your gun, don't forget to aim your enemies head. It will be easier if you crouch to move slowly behind them.
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